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Ab tract:
Most reduction gears: currently manufactured for automobiles and

other vehicles are profile-shifted gea~s. tu
Therefore, the ,authors have examined the ,anmage on hobs for

profile-shifted geQrs (spur and h:eUcal) 'With larger outside diameter
(long addendum) or smaller outside diameter (short ,addendum) to
improve the ,design ,and lengthen the life of a hob.

Introduction
The newer profile-shfted (long and short addendum) gears

are often used as small size reduction gears for automobiles
or motorcycles .. The authors have investigated the damage
to each cutting edge when small size mass-produced gears
with shifted profiles are used at high speeds.

Table 1shows the dimensions of hobs and prcfile-shilted
gears in an experiment. The hob has a module m = 3 and an
outside diameter of llOmm. It is made of high speed M34
steel. triple-threaded, built-up and TiN-coated. (2) In this ex-
periment, three kinds of profile-shjfted gears were prepared:
(A) a short addendum gear with a coefficient of addendum
modification of a=0.5 and a smaller outside diameter of
2(1- a)m; (8.) a standard gear (a =1.0.) without shiH; ('0 a
long addendum gear where (a=1.5) and with a. larger out-
side diameter .of 2(a-l)m. The whole depth of cut is 6.7Smm.
fig. 1 shows the hobbing method. Each cutting blade is
numbered to show the wear of each cutting edge,
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Fig. 1- Hobbing. method.

Table 1 Dimension~ of hobs & profile shift,ed gears

Dimensions of tested hobs:

Nanna) module m 3 3
Normal pressure angle PA 20° 20Cl

Number .of threads 3.RH 3.RH
Outside diameter D llOmm 80mm
Lead angle lA so04' 7°06~
Rake angle 0° 0°
Number of flutes N U 10
Material & Coating M34+TiN M34+TiN
Normal tooth profile Standard Stand.ard

i
Dimensions of profile shifted gears:

Normal module m 3 3 3
Nonnal pressure angle PA 20° 20° 20°
Helix angle HA 0° 15° 109,

Number .of teeth Z 47 47 57
ICoefficient addendum a 0.5-1.5 0.5-1.5 0.5-1.5

Cutting Jengthll gear 1 2.5m 2.8m 2.Om
IMaterial AIS[ 1045 1045 4118

Hardness BHN 180 180 140
Hobbing machine: KS-14, Cutting oil: HS-4M

Standard pitch circle

nJ' ftl' )qI'E E E,

)!! )!! ~cO cO U), ,

(AI Short addendum gear (8) S~ndan:l ~ar (C) Long addmdurn gear

Bobbing of Spur GeiU'S
Generally, a spur gear of carbon steel S45C (A1S1 1045),

which is oft'en used for motorcycle reduction gears and geared
motors, is used at a cut.ting speed of 40-80m/min. in
climb-cut .

Fig. 2 shows the maximum relief wear ot each cutting edge
after 13 spur gears of carbon steel with various addendum
modifications (cut.ting length: 1 = 32.4m) were hobbedat a
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,Fig. 2- The relief wear on 'each cutting edg of spur gear with various ad-
dendummodificatlons (l-32.4m).
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Hob: m .. 3. PA 20.°, 3F1H, D .. l10mm, N.12, M34+TiN

Gear: HA 0°, Z-47, b=53mm, AISI 1045, 108BHN

Cutting condItion: y .. 70m/min" 'lg,3mm/r'911., Climb

fi'g. J-Damage to, the blade 0.1: where the maximum retid wear occur-
red U"'32.4m).
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Hob: m-3. PA 20°, 3RH, D=110mm, N-12', M34+iIN

Gear: HA00
, Z'.47, b .. 53mm, A'ISI 1045. 180BHN

Cutting oondition: V .. 70m/mill., f .. 3mm/rev., Climb

Fig. 4-Direction of chip .flow on each crater (Blade No. I, 1-32.4m).

cutting speed of 70m/min,. and a feed of 3mm/rev. There
is little diff,e[\ence in wear at the top cutting edge and the left
comer, but the cutting edge No. lat the right corner, where
the maximum relief wear occurred, is greatly influenced by
the addendum modification. The amount of corner wear for
long addendum gears is the largest. The standard gear (B)
has less wear than (C), and shan addendum gear (A) has the
least wear ..Fig. 3 shows the damage to the blade No.1 where
the maximum relief wear occurred. In the 'case ·of hobbing
short addendum gears, crater wear occurs on each cutting
edge at the top, right comer and left comer, but nothing is
yet broken down. In the standard and long addendum gears,
the cutting edge at the right comer is broken down because
of crater wear, causing extraordinary amounts ,of relief wear.

Fig. 4 shows the depth of crater wear with contour lines
every O,02mmand the direction of chip flow 'on eachcrater
as ebserved using a microscope. In (AI, a. short addendum
gear~cutting chips that come out from the 'top mumg edge
and the right corner flo·w to the left cutting edge, but thechip
flow from the left comer keeps them away from the Ieft cor-
ner, Both cutting edges at the right and left comer are hard-
ly broken down because crater wear is distant from each cut-
ting edge, decreasing comer wear.

On the other hand, in the case of (C). a long addendum
gear, cutting chips flow to the right cutting edge without
obstruction because the right edge does not cut Aocordingly,



Unit: rom
Hob: m-3. PA2O°. 3AH. Da110mm, N .. 12, M34+nN

Gear: HAoa, Z=47. bz53mm. AISI 1045, 180BHN

Cutting condition: V .. 40m/min.,1=3mm/rev., Climb hobbing

Fig. 6-Influence of cutting speed (Long addendum gear, a=1.5.
Blade No. 1, !-65m).
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, Z=47. b=53mm, AISI 1045, 180BHN

Cutting condlllon: F=,3mm/rev., Climb hobbing
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fig. 5-Progress of the maximum relief wear in case of climb
hobbing (HA 00).

Chip flow

the crater wear along the chip flow grows and extends to the
right comer cutting edge. Then the rutting edge is broken
down as the comer wear increases. and the bottom of crater
wear moves along the chip flow as the number of gears cut
increases. (3) In case (C), the bottom of crater wear comes
dose to the cutting edge at the right comer; that is. the area
of highest temperature is much closer to the cutting edge at
the right comer. therefore. the cuttLng edge is broken down
more easily. (4)

Fig. 50shows the amount of maximum relief wear when
gears with various, addendum modifications are cut. Each
solid symbol indicates the relief wear caused by the growth
and breakdown of the crater wear. In the case of high speed
climb hobbing of Spill' gears, the life of the hob is shortened
when long addendum gears with larger outside diameters are
cut. [t can be lengthened for short addendum gears with
smaller outside diameters. The thin line describes the pro-
gressof the maximum relief wear when the cutting speed is
4Om.lmin. Addendum modification has little influence on the
relief wear when the cutting speed is slow. Fig. 6 shows the
damage ona blade No. I with the maximum relief wear
when a long addendum gear (C) is climb hobbed at a cutting
speed of 40m/min. The crater wear grows slowly when the
cutting speed is reduced. The cutting edge at the right comer
is not broken down, even with the 65m cutting length oJ long
addendum gears. But the cutting edge at the right comer is

~ 0.3
CoeffICient of addendum

Modiflcatlon: a

30 40 50 60 70
Cutting length:(/ '"'Z x b x n/cosHA) m

Hob: m '"'3, PA 20°, 3AH, M34 + TiN ,coaled

Gear: HA 00
, Z.47, b .. 53mm, AI51 1045, 18OBHN:

Cutting condition: n .. 205rpm.r .. 3mm/r,II'I .• CorwenllonaJ

20

fig. 7 - Progress of the maximum relief wear in case of conventional
hobbing (HA 0°).

Chip flow

Unh: mm
Hob: m = 3. PA 20°, 3AH, D -11 Omm. N .. 12. M34 + nN

Gear: HA 0°. Z-47. b .. 53mm. AISI 1045, l80BHN

Cutting condition: V. 7Omm/mln.• to.3mm/rll'l. Conventional

Fig. 8-lnJlue:nce of hobbing method (Long addendum gear. a-I .5.
Blade No. 2. 1-32.4m).

nearly broken down, and the relief wear wil1 increase soon
after the cutting length increases.

Fig. 7 shows the progress of the maximum relieI wear in
the case of conventional hobbingat a speed ot 7Om/min ..
Other cutting conditions remain the same. In this figure, ad-
dendum modification is less influenced than in the results of
climb hobbing shown in Fig. 5. The Ithin line describes the
maximum relief wear in case of a hob 80mm outside
diamet.er.(S-b1Fig.S shows the damage to a blade No. 2' with
the maximum relief wear when long addendum gears are ron-
ventionally bobbed using a hob ·of llOmm outside diameter.
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Chip Flow

Unit mm
Hob: ma3, PA 2Oe" 3RH, D .. 80mm, N=10, M34+T1N

Gear:HA 0°, Z .. 47, b=53mm, AISI 1045, 180BHN

Cutting condition: V = 5Omlmln.,. f .. 3mmfrev., Conventional

Fig. 9-Effect of a small outside dial!leter hob in case of spur gears (Long
addendum gear, a-1.5, Blad No.3, i-32.4m).
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Cutting ,condition: V .. 70m/min., f-Smm/rev.

Fig. lO-Progress o.f ,the maximum relief wear (HA 15°).
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Hob: mooS, PA, 200, 3RH, D=110mm, N .. 12', M34+TiN

Gear: H'A 15°, Z .. 47, b .. SBmm, AI514118, 140BHN

Cutting ,condition: V.70m/min., f .. 3mm/r,ev.

F!g. 11- Damage to a blade with maximum wear occurred (HA IS·. Blade
No.6, 1-45m).

I!4 Gear Technology

As shown, cutting chips flow straight to avoid breaking down
the right comer of the cutting edge.

Fig. 9 shows the damage to blade No .. 3" with the max-
mum relief wear when long addendum gears are conven-
ltionaUy hobbed (cutting length: /- 32.4m) using a smaller
outside diameter hob of8Omm. The eraterwear is not 50 deep
as in Fig. 8 because the cutting. speed is lowered (hobbing
time is constant), and so the addendum modificationcoeffi-
dent has little influence on it. It is possible to lessen the ad-
dendum modiHcation influence and the damage without
lowering 'the gear product:ionefficiency in the case of con-
ventional hobbing with a small outside diameter hob.

Hobbing of Helical Gears
Fig. 10 shows the progress of the maximum relief wear on

each hob when profile-shifted gears of at 150 helix. an-8le are
cut .. The hob is TiN-coated, tr:iple-t}weaded and of llOmm
outside diameter as shown in Table 1. Gear blank5 are ear-
bon steel (AJSI 1045, 180BHN):, cutting speed is 7Om/min.
and hob feed is3mm.lrev. Judging from this experiment, in
the life of a hob used in same-handed climb hobbing, which
is now popular, much depends on the addendum modifica-
tion. On the other hand, it had little influence in reverse-
handed conventional hobbing. (7-8)

Fig. 11shows the damage to a blade No.6 with Ithe maxi-
mum relief wear after 45m cutting length. In the case of the
same-handed climb hobbing, the amount of the right comer
wear on long addendum gears (C) is the largest. A standard

Reverse-handed convenlion al

Hob: m,,=3, PA 2'00, 3.AH, O .. 110mm, N m 12. M34+ TiN

Gear: HA 15°, Z .. 47, b=58mm, AISI4118, 140BHN

Cutting condition: V = 70m/mln., I .. 3mm.lr,ev.

rli. 12-Dim:tio!'l of chip flow on each crater (HA ISO,Blade No. 6,1-4Sm).



gear (B) comes next, and short. addendum gears show the least
wear. In the case of the reverse-handed conventional hobb-
ing, the amount of comer wear is very small, and it depends
Iittleen the addendum modification,

Fig. 12 describes the depth of crater wear and the flow of
cutting chips. The crater wear in same-handed climb hobb-
ing grows more rapidly than that in the reverse-handed con-
ventional hobbjng, and it extends to the comer of the cut-
ting edge that is broken down, FUIthennore, the right side
of the cutting edge works little, so that the right comer of
the cutting edge is easily broken down. by the flow of cutting
'chips, On the other hand, in the case of the reverse~handed
conventional hob bing, the crater wear hardly extends to the
right comer of the cuUing edge, because the crater wear is
not as deep, and the right-side cutting edge works sufficient-
iy to keep the cutting chips away from the cutting edge .

Fig. 13 shows the progress of the maximum .relief wear
when helical gears (HA 300

, SCM415, AIlS] 4118, 140BHN)
with various, addendum. modifications are cut at a speed of
9()m.lmjn,and a feed of 4mm/l'ev. using a TiN~oated hob
with triple-thread and. llOmm outside diameter as shown in
Table 1. In the case of helical gears (HA 30°), the addendum
modification has much influence on the same-handed climb
hobbing, and it has little influence onthe reverse-handed con-
ventional hobbing,

Fig.. 14 shows the damage of each cutting edge with the
maximum ['elief wear after a cutting length of 30m. The depth
of crater wear in helical gears (HA ISo, AISII045, 180BHN)
is smaller than in Fig. 11, but the right 'corner of cutting edges
are already scooped out-and the cutting edge has retreated
because of the crater wear caused by same-handed climb
hobbing.

In same-handed climb hobbing, the crater wear is caused
by the flow of cutting chips &om the top and th.e left comer
of the cutting edge to the right comer, resulting in. the retreat
of the nght comer ofthe cutting edge, The influence of the
addendum modification becomes apparent at the beginning
of h.obbing, where the cutting edge is breaking down ..In this
case, the wear of the right comer increases in the fo]lowing
order: short addendum gears (A), standard gears (B) aad long
addendum gears (C). But in the case of the reverse-handed
hobbing, the addendum modification has ~ittle influence on
the corner wear.

Accordingly, the authors recommend reverse-handed con-

Same-handed

~ 0.1 climb " .. 1.5
:u V - 9Om/min. /~
; 0.2 Is4mm/re~'
E ./ " .. 1.0
::I 1>''''E 0.1 /'x / __ 0
aI • .0----0-

~ ,~-~-~--~--~20 )0
Cuning length:1 m

Reverse-handed·

E conventionalE 0,3
V=90m/min,

;;; .,'" 4mm/rev.
; 0.2

" .. 0.5
a- 1.0

Qz 1.5

Hob: m .. 3, PA.20o, 3RH, 0= 11Omm, N,.12, M34+TiN

Gear: HA 30°, .Z=57, b=30mm, AISI 4118. 140BHN

Cutting condition: V - BOm/min., f = 4mm/rev.

Fig. 13-Progress of the maximum relief wear (HA 30°).

Same·handed climb Reverse-handed conventional

Hob: m .. 3, PA 20°. 3RH. :0 .. 110mm, N".'·2. M34+TIN

Gear: HA 30°, Z,=57, b .. 30mm, AJSI 411'8, 140BHN

Cunlng condition: V - 90m/mln,. f - 4mm/rev.

Fig. 1.4-Darnage to, II blade where maximum wear occurred (HA 30·,
V-9Om/min, f-4mmlrev., I-30m).
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m .. 3, PA 20°, 3RH. Dc 110mm.

M34+TiN, AI814118, 16()BHN

m%.3, PA 200
, 3RH, D.l10mm ..

M34+TIN, AISI4118, l00BHN

Fig. IS-Progress of the max-
imum relief wear (HA 30°).

Fig. 17-Progress of the max-
imum relief wear (HA 3O~).
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m=3, PA 20·, 3RH, D-ll0mm, m-3, PA 200
, 3RH, D-l10mm,

M34+TiN, AI814118, 16()BHN M34+TiN, AI514118, l00BHN

Fig. 16-Dam<!ge to a blade
where maximum wear occurred
(HA 30". V =130, f-5, [-6m).

Flg, 18- Damage to a blade
where maximum wear occurred
(HA 30', V-130. f~5, 1-6m).

ventional hobbing for shifted helical gears. The depth of crater
wear is decreased, and the flow of cutting chips very effec-
tively lessens the comer wear and the influence of the ad-
dendum modification.

Hobbing of Helical Gears at High Speed and Feed
Hobbingat a high speed and feed using a multiple-thread

hob increases production efficiency, however, the damage
to the hob increases ..

Fig. IS shows the progress of the maximum relief wear on
helical. gears (HA 30°) with various addendum modifications,
cut at a speed of 130m/min. and feed of Smm/rev ..in same-
handed climb hob bing. Each solid symbol indicates the relief
wear caused by the growth and breakdown of the crater wear.
When hobbing ata high speed and feed, the amount of wear

JI 6 Gear Technol'ogy

is great. Especially in the case of profile-shifted helical gears,
the maximum relief wear is nearly O.3mm when only three
gears (ip = 6m) were cut.

~g. 16 shows a comparison oE damage to each. cufting edge
with the maximum "elief wear after 6m cutting length. The
wear of the .right comer increased more rapidly in comparison
to Fig. 14 where a cutting speed of 9Om/min.and a feed of
4mm/rev is used. In the case of the same-handed cli.mb hob-
bing for profile shifted helical gears, the cutting conditions,
like a cutting speed ,of 130m/min. and a feed of Smm/rev .•
are impossible for practical use.

Fig. 17 shows the progress of the maximum relief wear in
reverse-handed conventional hobbing. Under such conditions.
there has been little influence of addendum rn.odification. But
when the cutting condition is very severe, like a cutting speed
of 130m/min. and a feed of Smm/rev. for short addendum
gears, a large amount of wear at the side cutting edge occur-
red whenonJy three gears ("" = 6m) werecut.

Fig. 18 shows the damage to each blade No. 12 with the
maximum relief wear when the cutting length is 6m. Little
crater wear occurs in the case of short addendum gears, but
facing the cutting surface. the side cutting edge is much C-OI'I.-

stricted, and a large amount of semicircular relief wear oc-
curs on the relief side, However. the side wear has notoc-
curred in the case oflong addendum gears. Therefore, the
authors calculated the predicted change of each cutting chip
for gears with various addendum modifications to find out
the cause of wear.

Fig. 19 shows the shape of cutting chips from the right side

Short adcendurn

gear (II" 0.5)

Long addendum Standard

gear (12: 1 .5) gear (". t.O)
z=o Upper

surface

ZooS _.

Hob: m .. 3, PA 200, 3RH, O .. t tornm, N=12

Gear: HA 300
, Z = 51

Cutting condition: f - 5mmlrev.

Fig, 1:9- Shape of cutting chips from Ihe right side cutting edge in.case of
reverse-handed ccrwentional nob bing.
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fig. la-(left) Hardness of the right side wear of a blade (Short addendum
gear, a-O.S, Blade No. 12).

Vickers hardness HII (1Kg.30s)

600 700 BOO

2.0
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surface

E
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E
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.~0.1
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Standard hQby'.
./.

/'
/Short pitched..

Short pitch
Culling length:l m (Blade No. 12, 1-6m)

Short pitched hob: m=2,9118. PA 14.5°, SRH, D=1'10mm. M34+TIN

Short addendum gear: m = 3. PA 20", HA 30", Z z 57, AISI 411 B.

160BHN

Cutting eondltlon: V .. 130m/min., t .. 5mm/rev., Reverse-handed

Fig" 21- Effect of modified pitched (Short-pitched) hob.

Standard hQb

(a=0.5,1 .. 6m)
Small outside diameter hob

(a .. 0.5. I= 80m)

• a·.. 0.5
i Standard hob

/
/ (0 ""110mm)
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E 0.2 •
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/- -"

E
~ 0.]
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~ Small outside
diameter hob a = 0.5

___ (O_=!om~>L a~~~.5

20 30 40 50 60 70 80
Cutting length:! m

Hob: m=3, PA 20", 3RH, M34+TiN

Gear: HA30"LH, Z=57, AISI 41'18, 160BrtN
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Fig. 22 - Effect of small outside diameter hob.

cutting edge of blade No. 12 under cutting conditions as
shown in Fig. 18, and the trace of the cutting edge ® with the
side wear on the gear tooth surface, The encircled portion
is the cutting zone for a cutting blade No. 12. The portion
of oblique lines shows the thickness of each cutting chip in
axial section at 2,Smm intervals. It is dear that the cutting
edge ,S with the extraordinary side wear is producing the
thinnest cutting chip in the reverse-handed conventional
hobbing of short addendum gears.

Hg. 2{) shows the hardness of the right side wear of blade
No. 12 where it is ground to make it smooth using a micro-
Vickers hardness tester, As shown here, the area of wear is
remarkably softened.

This may be because the cutting edge around €> produces
thin chips at a high speedand feed in the reverse-handed
hobbing of short addendum gears and then hardly cuts in.
It is important to avoid this rapidly growing damage.
Therefore, the authors prepared a modified pitched hob and
a smaller outside diameter hob for the next experiment to
find out 'the effect,

Modified pitched hob. As Fig. 18 showed, the side wear
does not occur in the reverse-handed conventional hobbing
of long addendum gears. Accordingly, the authors prepared
a short pitched hob for short addendum gears like those for
long addendum gears. Fig. 21 shows the progress of the max-
imum relief wear and the damage on both hobs. A standard
hob such as is shown in Table 1 and a short pitched hob for

1SGecr Techno'logy

cutting short addendum helical gears were cut at a speed of
130m/min. and a. feed of Smm/rev, using reverse-handed
conventional hobbing. In the case of a. short pitched hob,
comer wear occurs, but there is little side wear.

Small outside diameter hob. Fig. 22 illustrates the progJ1ess
of the maximum relief wear when prefile-shifted gears are
cut under the same conditions using hobs of outside diameter
llOmmand 80mm in reverse-handed conventional hobbing.
In the case of a smaller outside diameter hob • little wear oc-
curs, and there is little influence ·ofaddendum modification.
It is proven that a short pitched hob and a small outside
diameter hob are both effective to lessen the extraordinary
side wear which often occurs when profile-shifted gearsare
cut at a high speed and feed in the reverse-handed conven-
tional hobbing.

Conclusion
The authors have made experiments on hobbing to find

out how to lessen the damage to the cutting edge of profile-
shifted gears. As a result:

(1) The distribution of crater wear and the direction of chip
flow depend on the addendum modification of gears, and
they have an influence on each cutting edge which is broken
down.

(2) In the case of climb hobbing for spur gears and same-
handed climb hobbing for helical gears, addendum modifica-

(continued o.n page 47)
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tion has great influence, and the comer wear becomes greater
when long addendum gears are cut.

(3) In the case of conventional hobbing for spur gears and
reverse-handed conventional hobbing, the influence of aden-
dum. modmcation is comparatively small ..

{4) Addendum modification has more influence on crater
wear as the' cutting speed increases,

{5)The.reiore, it is true that conventional hobbing with
a. small outside diameter hob forspur gears, and r-ever-se-
handed .bobbing with a small outside diameter hob for helical
gears,ar-e very effectlve for Iessening hob we.ar, even when
both. Short addendum gears and long addendum gears are cut.
Addendum modification has no inflaence on it.
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